MA, MSc Thomas Erslev will be defending the dissertation

*The Danish Brains – An Archive.
Materiality and Temporality in a Collection of Pathological Human Brains, 1945-2018*

13:00; Monday 2 March 2020,
Venue: Studenterhusfonden, Meeting Room 2, Frederik Nielsens Vej 4 (building 1421).

The defence is arranged by the School of Culture and Society

**Assessment Committee**
- Professor Mikkel Thorup, Aarhus University (chair)
- Professor Emeritus Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, Max-Planck-Institut für Wissenschaftsgeschichte
- Associate professor Karin Tybjerg, Folkesundhedsvidenskab, University of Copenhagen

**Supervisors**
- Associate professor Casper Andersen, Aarhus University
- Karl-Anton Dorph-Petersen, MD, PhD, Aarhus University

The dissertation will be available for reading before the defence at the department, office of Tina Elgaard, Jens Chr. Skous Vej (1467-417), 8000 Aarhus C

The defence is scheduled for three hours and is open to the public. All are welcome.

After the defence, ca. 16:30, Thomas will host a reception in building 1467.